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vember 2009, meaning they are
following the dying trend already. Just like COD, DTA and
others. Their demonstration is
a sign of failure, because they
cannot identify the polling station where election was rigged,
neither the constituency nor the
region which causes their failure. • How can we rig election
results in the presence of political party’s representative? •
How can we rig election results
whereby counting was done in
their presence? • How can you
ask ECN officials to resign if
you want them to nullify the
results? • Which election body
do you want to run Namibian’s
affair if not the ECN? • At least
they must appreciate how
democratic the Swapo party
government is, by allowing
their will and wishes to be as
they wanted through appointing a foreign company to print
election materials, was that not
democratic?
Swapo party will continue to
serve the Namibian people toward and beyond 2030. As a
word of encouragement comrades, stay vigilant, united and
purposeful all times. Namibia
is ours and victory is ours! Vision 2030 will be a product of
what you are able to contribute
each seconds of your daily life!
To students, study hard next
year. To workers, work tirelessly to bring about quality results! And to every one of you
ensure that you are united in
your family, neighborhood,
sections, branches, district, regional, countrywide and
abroad! Unit is strength; therefore make Xmas party with

SPOTLIGHT
from page 3

stitutions of the SWAPO Party
Government including the State
House, a preposterous and idiotic revelation by a person of
his stature. Gwen Lister did not
question this lunacy, she went
ahead to publish these figures.
Don’t forget that she even published the RDP propaganda that
it won 3900 votes against 2
votes to SWAPO in Ohalushu.
Gwen Lister’s calculation in
publishing this lie was for the
reason that she wanted RDP to
win. Also in the so-called standoff at Outapi, remember she put
frontpage the alleged weapons
confiscated from both “RDP
and SWAPO” members and in
particular there was a ‘bazooka’
in the picture. The truth as was
exposed by Cde. John Hakaye,
the bazooka in the picture was
a toy gun. But Gwen Lister
never bothered to correct that
lie.
Henning Melber and Alfredo
Hengari were amongst the
worst academic bats prior to the
just ended elections. They tried
hard in Gwen Lister’s paper to
twist facts and cooked the truth
in order to influence the potential voters in abandoning
SWAPO Party. As if these were
not enough, Gwen Lister used

your neighbors, comrades and
friends to cement the hard won
peace, freedom and independence! Swapo party

♦

Posted by Armas
(In-Transit)
The rejection of the P and NA
results are a transparent deflection! Having slaughtered
fellow opposition parties, the
only way RDP could look
good in their eyes was to
scream at the top of its hysterical voice “erection rigging”! And then???? Political cul-de-sac!!!!

♦

Posted by
Benedick M Louw, Cuba
The masses have spoken once
again, and this is not something
that is likely to change
soon..students all over in foreign missions including Cuba
have spoken in unison..United
we stand, devided we shall fall,
Viva SWAPO VIVIA!!!..Now
hardwork!!!

♦

Posted by
Kapitaholo Otati
VIVA
Swapo
party
yaNamibia VIVA. We in
Swapo party wants to let
those hibernators knows .that
defecting.Swapo is defeting
the nation.Swapo is the Nation and the Nations of
Namibia are Swapo. expects
people to vote them witch
they defect is shame for
them.RADOPAS

♦

Posted by
Amunjela
Did RADOPA drop the high
court case against the ECN?.
Oyena oku lengwa mumvo
otaya yi peni mbela
an intern working for her paper, Ndapwa Alweendo, to influence the bornfrees. Gwen
Lister put Ndapwa’s article just
next to the SMS page because
she wanted most of her readers
not miss it. And then just after
it appeared, Gwen Lister ensured that only smses praising
Ndapwa Alweendo were published. Actually members of
SWAPO Party sent many
SMSes reacting to the stupidity of Ndapwa Alweendo, a
daughter of Tom Alweendo,
Governor of Bank of Namibia,
but these messages were obviously not published.
John Grobler aka Jonathan
Cobra has a bounty of over
N$50 million over his lies and
propaganda. As if that were not
enough he has just written more
in a latest article published by
the South African equivalent of
The Namibian newspaper
called Mail and Guardian. If
you look into the shareholders
of Mail and Guardian you discover English and former Rhodesians who have interests in
the paper. So it is to be expected
that they would publish lies and
propaganda of a former
Koevoet’s kith and kin like
John Grobler. Listen to the nonsense this unrepentant Koevoet
operative wrote “The Electoral
Commission of Namibia has
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Watch these embassies
I am not well versed in the
lingo of diplomacy and deep
politics. The little I understand
is that when a Namibian is appointed by President of
Namibia to represent him/her
outside Namibia, this means
24/7 such a person must represent President of the Republic of Namibia beyond our borders. I think that is why such
persons are addressed His Excellency. And they are called
Ambassadors/High Commissioners of Namibia to this or
that country. As I was watching results of the just ended
Presidential and National Assembly Elections results from
Namibian embassies across
the world something occurred
to me. The results from New
York and Gaborone were obviously against SWAPO Party.

But President Pohamba was a
presidential candidate of
SWAPO Party yet the ambassadors in those two countries
allowed their families to vote
for Hidipo Hamutenya President of the Rally for Democracy and Progress. Further
scrutiny even revealed disturbing things.
These two ambassadors
have stopped politics being
discussed in the embassy. In
New York you are not allowed
to mention the name of
SWAPO. The ambassador has
given those clear instructions.
Recently, there was an IPU
delegation from here in
Namibia, these MPs especially the likes of Hon.
Mensah Williams and Hon.
Alexia Ncube were not picked
up. Only Hon. Peya

Mushelenga was picked up for
reasons yet unknown to this
writer. It turns out, the embassy
has two cars and drivers, one
is assigned to the ambassador
and the other one works
fulltime for the wife. I am not
sure if this is standard practice
in diplomacy. I was thinking
that taxpayers only foot the bill
for the ambassador not the
spouse.
The situation from these two
embassies tell me something.
The President of the Republic
of Namibia is not really represented in our embassies. Those
people sent there have turned
against the appointing authority. It is very obvious. After all,
that is what Jesaya Nyamu
meant when he said that they
have people “on mission” in
every Ministry of Government.

I hear they have decided to recall a SWAPO cadre Patuleni
and replace her with an RDP
supporter who will soon depart
to New York. One official is
also soon going there apparently selected with the knowledge of one senior minister. As
for Botswana it is bad news all
the way, but then again, I cannot say that it was surprising.
Some ambassadors there are
regulars in Namibia
strategizing for RDP. One
ambassador has also been a
regular in Omaheke spotted
comfortably in the company of
an RDP administrator in that
region prior to the elections. I
invite the those two embassies
to deny with facts what is written about them.
I rest my case, Kula
Wumone

The Ovambanderu issue:
Is the split historical?
After a long long-drawn-out dispute between chief Keharanjo II Nguvauva and and his half brother Deputy Minister Kilus
Nguvauva over who should be heir to the throne of their late father Chief Munjuku II Nguvauva of Ovambanderu, the
Ministry of Regional and Local Gorvenment and Housing and Rural Development came to their rescue by appointing a fact
finding team, of which the result came in favour of Keharanjo II Nguvauva. Like son like father, Chief Keharanjo II Nguvauva
has stepped into his father’s shoes.
Does he fit or are they too the existence of the Mbanderu ment of Chief Kaharanjo as the Ovambanderu Both paternal
big for him? In order to give a chieftainship, the following rightful successor, his blood re- and maternal is there.
broad and synoptic picture of facts authenticate the appoint- lationship with the chiefs of the
Chief Keharanjo II
Nguvauva comes from the
Comrade Paulus Shipale in royal blood and also both his
declared a 75% landslide vic- now who leaked these stories
tory for Swapo in results so to Max Hamata. The link be- his article “Elections’ Post parents come from the same
skewed and of such statistical tween Max Hamata and Phil Mortem” of New Era recently royal blood. Starting from
improb ability that even the yaNangolo has also been estab- put it correctly that “President Kahimemua Nguvauva his
Swapo leadership seem to lished with the hallucination of Pohamba with 80% and the grand grandfather, followed by
think it was too good to be true. an alleged hit-list for the duo. SWAPO Party with 75% were Chief Kungairi Nguvauva, the
Eight of the opposition parties Actually, this is a lie. It was Max declared the winners of the elec- son of Kahimemua Nguvauva.
agreed for the second time Hamata who sent his reporter tions with 611 221 and 602 580 Kungairi was shot dead at the
since the equally controversial to the Inspector General and votes respectively.” Meanwhile, battle of Otjunda by the Ger2004 elections, that they are from there he changed the story “RDP simply got 11% by a to- man troops. He was the father
taking the electoral commission which now appeared on the tal of only 90 556 votes received, of Keharanjo I Nguvauva who
to court after having entered website of NSHR. Despite all thus taking 4 seats from CoD, 2 was the father of late Chief
into a pre-election pact to pool the concocted foolish acts they from DTA and 1 from NUDO Munjuku II Nguvauva, the faresources to fight what will be have lost dismally as the or UDF respectively.” And went ther of the current Chief
in all likelihood a drawn-out le- Namibian people could easily further to say that “it seems their Kaharanjo II Nguvauva named
‘database’ of 390 000 included after his grandfather. The
gal battle.” What this tells us is see their cheap political ploy.
They threatened ECN to the 300 000 virgin votes of the Ovambanderu considered two
that Grobler is privy to the preelection pact between RDP and abandon the agreement with ‘born frees’ who voted for clans of Ovambanderu as the
other turn coat parties and cer- NamPrint must to print the bal- SWAPO. CoD, RP and SWANU only people who should routain reactionary media houses.. lot papers. Consequently the got 1 seat each from the leftover tinely take over the chieftainPerhaps Grobler needs to en- ballot papers were printed in votes mainly from SWAPO, ship. The Ovakwatjivi and
lighten the Namibian people on South Africa. They demanded compliments of the proportional Ovakweyuva, Keharanjo II
the secret trip of his Hidipo counting of ballot papers to be system. SWAPO Party won Nguvauva by virtue of being
Hamutenya to Germany just a done at the polling centres, with 2/3 majority.”
from the two clans, qualifies
ECN complied and counting
Who is fooling who? This is him to become the
day after the election results?
On his part Max Hamata of was done in the presence of all no wonder many Legal Practi- Ovambanderu Chief. The
Informante, suddenly became political parties agents and the tioners have refused to take their grandmother of Keharanjo II is
another mouthpiece of RDP. In Namibian Police. After suffer- case for lack of sufficient a sister of Keharanjo I
the run-up to the elections, Max ing a comprehensive and grounds upon which the case Nguvauva same parents as is
Hamata published literally ev- democratic defeat, RDP and his should be launched. The dem- the norm in our customary law
ery rubbish of Phil ya Nangolo gang of bad losers are now onstration by their combined that you marry from the same
which appeared to suggest that screaming in the wilderness of youth leagues fell flat on its face. blood, so the same with
the two were talking and shame, claiming vote rigging Wherever they appeared the Munjuku got married to a
strategizing together. In addi- and irregularities. We should number was so insignificant. At member of the royal family.
tion, politically motivated sto- not forget that Phillemon Oshakati, five people were spot- The connection of Keharanjo
ries such as the Chinese bursa- Kanime remains a leader of ted demonstrating. Mind you, to chieftainship is endless.
ries and the new fleet for His RDP and the Voter’s Roll was this was supposed to be a demIt was after the battle of
Excellency the President were safeguarded by the wife of onstration of combined youth Lampe that some of our people
leaked to him by fellow RDP Hidipo Hamutenya. The leagues of eight political parties, crossed to Botswana seeking
supporters in the SWAPO Party Namibian people are not stu- what a shame! Is this not a
Cont on page 5
Savimbi syndrome?
Government. At least we know pid.

